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Getting the books effective modern c 42 specific ways to improve your use of c 11 and c 14 now is not type of challenging means. You could not isolated
going taking into account ebook stock or library or borrowing from your associates to read them. This is an unquestionably simple means to specifically acquire
guide by on-line. This online proclamation effective modern c 42 specific ways to improve your use of c 11 and c 14 can be one of the options to accompany you
considering having new time.
It will not waste your time. recognize me, the e-book will completely atmosphere you further issue to read. Just invest tiny epoch to entry this on-line publication
effective modern c 42 specific ways to improve your use of c 11 and c 14 as well as review them wherever you are now.

Effective Modern C++-Scott Meyers 2014-11-11 "Coming to grips with
C++11 and C++14 is more than a matter of familiarizing yourself with the
features they introduce (e.g., auto type declarations, move semantics,
lambda expressions, and concurrency support). The challenge is learning to
use those features effectively -- so that your software is correct, efficient,
maintainable, and portable. That's where this practical book comes in. It
describes how to write truly great software using C++11 and C++14 -- i.e.
using modern C++ ... Effective Modern C++ follows the proven guidelinebased, example-driven format of Scott Meyers' earlier books, but covers
entirely new material"--Publisher's website.

Effective C++-Scott Douglas Meyers 1998 Effective C++ has been updated
to reflect the latest ANSI/ISO standards. The author, a recognised authority
on C++, shows readers fifty ways to improve their programs and designs.

Effective Modern C++-Mollie J. Reed 2015-08-12 Thought-provoking and
accessible in approach, this updated and expanded second edition of the
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

Effective Modern C++: 42 Specific Ways to Improve Your Use of C++11
and C++14 provides a user-friendly introduction to the subject, Taking a
clear structural framework, it guides the reader through the subject's core
elements. A flowing writing style combines with the use of illustrations and
diagrams throughout the text to ensure the reader understands even the
most complex of concepts. This succinct and enlightening overview is a
required reading for advanced graduate-level students. We hope you find
this book useful in shaping your future career. Feel free to send us your
enquiries related to our publications to info@risepress.pw Rise Press

Effective STL-Scott Meyers 2001 "This is Effective C++ volume three - it's
really that good." - Herb Sutter, independent consultant and secretary of
the ISO/ANSI C++ standards committee "There are very few books which
all C++ programmers must have. Add Effective STL to that list." - Thomas
Becker, Senior Software Engineer, Zephyr Associates, Inc., and columnist,
C/C++ Users Journal C++'s Standard Template Library is revolutionary,
but learning to use it well has always been a challenge. Until now. In this
book, best-selling author Scott Meyers ( Effective C++ , and More Effective
C++ ) reveals the critical rules of thumb employed by the experts - the
things they almost always do or almost always avoid doing - to get the most
out of the library. Other books describe what's in the STL. Effective STL
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shows you how to use it. Each of the book's 50 guidelines is backed by
Meyers' legendary analysis and incisive examples, so you'll learn not only
what to do, but also when to do it - and why. Highlights of Effective STL
include: Advice on choosing among standard STL containers (like vector and
list), nonstandard STL containers (like hash_set and hash_map), and nonSTL containers (like bitset). Techniques to maximize the efficiency of the
STL and the programs that use it. Insights into the behavior of iterators,
function objects, and allocators, including things you should not do.
Guidance for the proper use of algorithms and member functions whose
names are the same (e.g., find), but whose actions differ in subtle (but
important) ways. Discussions of potential portability problems, including
straightforward ways to avoid them. Like Meyers' previous books, Effective
STL is filled with proven wisdom that comes only from experience. Its clear,
concise, penetrating style makes it an essential resource for every STL
programmer.

Cryptography in C and C++-Michael Welschenbach 2017-01-11 This book
covers everything you need to know to write professional-level
cryptographic code. This expanded, improved second edition includes about
100 pages of additional material as well as numerous improvements to the
original text. The chapter about random number generation has been
completely rewritten, and the latest cryptographic techniques are covered
in detail. Furthermore, this book covers the recent improvements in
primality testing.

More Effective C++-Scott Meyers 1995-12-29 More than 150,000 copies
in print! Praise for Scott Meyers’ first book, Effective C++: “I heartily
recommend Effective C++ to anyone who aspires to mastery of C++ at the
intermediate level or above.” – The C/C++ User’s Journal From the author
of the indispensable Effective C++, here are 35 new ways to improve your
programs and designs. Drawing on years of experience, Meyers explains
how to write software that is more effective: more efficient, more robust,
more consistent, more portable, and more reusable. In short, how to write
C++ software that’s just plain better. More Effective C++ includes: Proven
methods for improving program efficiency, including incisive examinations
of the time/space costs of C++ language features Comprehensive
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descriptions of advanced techniques used by C++ experts, including
placement new, virtual constructors, smart pointers, reference counting,
proxy classes, and double-dispatching Examples of the profound impact of
exception handling on the structure and behavior of C++ classes and
functions Practical treatments of new language features, including bool,
mutable, explicit, namespaces, member templates, the Standard Template
Library, and more. If your compilers don’t yet support these features,
Meyers shows you how to get the job done without them. More Effective
C++ is filled with pragmatic, down-to-earth advice you’ll use every day.
Like Effective C++ before it, More Effective C++ is essential reading for
anyone working with C++.

C++-Paul Laurence 2017-11-02 C++ Sale price. You will save 66% with this
offer. Please hurry up! Effective Modern C++(C++ 11, C++ 14) If you are a
programmer or looking to get into programming, you are probably
wondering what C++11 and C++ 14 have to offer. You're probably
wondering about their major differences and ultimately what it can do to
help you code more effectively. This book is here to provide that
information. C++11 and C++14 have made significant changes to improve
not only a variety of libraries but also the core language. C++14 is the
newest version of C++ which was released in August of 2014.
Improvements in this version made the language not only convenient to use
but also safer. This guide will provide more than just information. This guide
will provide information on how the language has changed, how you can use
it and examples of putting it all together in practice. This book will also
provide details various problems and how to solve them from a C++11 and
C++14 perspective. Use this book as your reference guide for some of the
major features within C++11 and C++14. Here is a preview of what you'll
learn: Multithreading support Generic programming support Uniform
initialization Performance C++ Standard Library Download your copy of
"C++" by scrolling up and clicking "Buy Now With 1-Click" button. Tags: C
Programming, C++programming, C++ programming language, HTML,
Javascript, Programming, Developers, Coding, CSS, Java, PHP, C++,
Javascript, PHP, Python, Sql, HTML, Swift, C++, C Programming,
Programming for beginners, c plus plus, PHP, Java, C++ Programming for
Beginners, c primer plus, C Programming for Beginners, C++, C
Programming, Programming for beginners, c plus plus, PHP, Java, C++
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Programming for Beginners, C Programming, C++programming, C++
programming language, HTML, Javascript, Programming, Developers,
Coding, CSS, Java, PHP, hackers, hacking, how to hack, hacking exposed,
hacking system, hacking 101, hacking for dummies, Hacking Guide,
Hacking Essentials, Computer Bugs, Security Breach, internet skills,
hacking techniques, computer hacking, hacking the system, web hacking,
how to hack

Modern C++ Programming Cookbook-Marius Bancila 2017-05-15 Over
100 recipes to help you overcome your difficulties with C++ programming
and gain a deeper understanding of the working of modern C++ About This
Book Explore the most important language and library features of C++17,
including containers, algorithms, regular expressions, threads, and more,
Get going with unit testing frameworks Boost.Test, Google Test and Catch,
Extend your C++ knowledge and take your development skills to new
heights by making your applications fast, robust, and scalable. Who This
Book Is For If you want to overcome difficult phases of development with
C++ and leverage its features using modern programming practices, then
this book is for you. The book is designed for both experienced C++
programmers as well as people with strong knowledge of OOP concepts.
What You Will Learn Get to know about the new core language features and
the problems they were intended to solve Understand the standard support
for threading and concurrency and know how to put them on work for daily
basic tasks Leverage C++'s features to get increased robustness and
performance Explore the widely-used testing frameworks for C++ and
implement various useful patterns and idioms Work with various types of
strings and look at the various aspects of compilation Explore functions and
callable objects with a focus on modern features Leverage the standard
library and work with containers, algorithms, and iterators Use regular
expressions for find and replace string operations Take advantage of the
new filesystem library to work with files and directories Use the new utility
additions to the standard library to solve common problems developers
encounter including string_view, any , optional and variant types In Detail
C++ is one of the most widely used programming languages. Fast, efficient,
and flexible, it is used to solve many problems. The latest versions of C++
have seen programmers change the way they code, giving up on the oldfashioned C-style programming and adopting modern C++ instead.
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Beginning with the modern language features, each recipe addresses a
specific problem, with a discussion that explains the solution and offers
insight into how it works. You will learn major concepts about the core
programming language as well as common tasks faced while building a wide
variety of software. You will learn about concepts such as concurrency,
performance, meta-programming, lambda expressions, regular expressions,
testing, and many more in the form of recipes. These recipes will ensure you
can make your applications robust and fast. By the end of the book, you will
understand the newer aspects of C++11/14/17 and will be able to overcome
tasks that are time-consuming or would break your stride while developing.
Style and approach This book follows a recipe-based approach, with
examples that will empower you to implement the core programming
language features and explore the newer aspects of C++.

Optimized C++-Kurt Guntheroth 2016-04-27 In today's fast and
competitive world, a program's performance is just as important to
customers as the features it provides. This practical guide teaches
developers performance-tuning principles that enable optimization in C++.
You'll learn how to make code that already embodies best practices of C++
design run faster and consume fewer resources on any computer--whether
it's a watch, phone, workstation, supercomputer, or globe-spanning network
of servers. Author Kurt Guntheroth provides several running examples that
demonstrate how to apply these principles incrementally to improve existing
code so it meets customer requirements for responsiveness and throughput.
The advice in this book will prove itself the first time you hear a colleague
exclaim, "Wow, that was fast. Who fixed something?"Locate performance
hot spots using the profiler and software timersLearn to perform repeatable
experiments to measure performance of code changesOptimize use of
dynamically allocated variablesImprove performance of hot loops and
functionsSpeed up string handling functionsRecognize efficient algorithms
and optimization patternsLearn the strengths--and weaknesses--of C++
container classesView searching and sorting through an optimizer's
eyeMake efficient use of C++ streaming I/O functionsUse C++ threadbased concurrency features effectively

C++ In-Bjarne Stroustrup 2001 Bjarne Stroustrup's own C++ In-Depth
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Series is now available all together in one attractive gift box, at a special
reduced price! All books in this series have been hand-picked by Bjarne
Stroustrup, the creator of the C++ programming language, as being worthy
additions to the C++ literature. They give programmers concise, focused
guides to specific topics. The series' practical approach is designed to lift
professionals to the next level in their programming skills. They are all
written by acknowledged experts. The books included are: Modern C++
Design, by Andrei Alexandrescu Accelerated C++, by Andrew Koenig and
Barbara Moo Essential C++, by Stan Lippman Exceptional C++, by Herb
Sutter More Exceptional C++, by Herb Sutter These are five great books of
use to all C++ programmers. They are gathered into one handsome and
sturdy gift box, and they are specially priced at over $30 off the cost of
buying them individually. The C++ In-Depth Box Set will be a welcome gift
for any C++ programmer. 0201775816B12112002

C++ Pocket Reference-Kyle Loudon 2008-08-07 C++ is a complex
language with many subtle facets. This is especially true when it comes to
object-oriented and template programming. The C++ Pocket Reference is a
memory aid for C++ programmers, enabling them to quickly look up usage
and syntax for unfamiliar and infrequently used aspects of the language.
The book's small size makes it easy to carry about, ensuring that it will
always be at-hand when needed. Programmers will also appreciate the
book's brevity; as much information as possible has been crammed into its
small pages.In the C++ Pocket Reference, you will find: Information on
C++ types and type conversions Syntax for C++ statements and
preprocessor directives Help declaring and defining classes, and managing
inheritance Information on declarations, storage classes, arrays, pointers,
strings, and expressions Refreshers on key concepts of C++ such as
namespaces and scope More! C++ Pocket Reference is useful to Java and C
programmers making the transition to C++, or who find themselves
occasionally programming in C++. The three languages are often
confusingly similar. This book enables programmers familiar with C or Java
to quickly come up to speed on how a particular construct or concept is
implemented in C++.Together with its companion STL Pocket Reference,
the C++ Pocket Reference forms one of the most concise, easily-carried,
quick-references to the C++ language available.
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Modern C++ Design-Andrei Alexandrescu 2001 Presents a collection of
reusable design artifacts, called generic components, together with the
techniques that make them possible. The author describes techniques for
policy-based design, partial template specialization, typelists, and local
classes, then goes on to implement generic components for smart pointers,
object factories, functor objects, the Visitor design pattern, and
multimethod engines. c. Book News Inc.

Modern Compiler Implementation in C-Andrew W. Appel 2004-07-08
This new, expanded textbook describes all phases of a modern compiler:
lexical analysis, parsing, abstract syntax, semantic actions, intermediate
representations, instruction selection via tree matching, dataflow analysis,
graph-coloring register allocation, and runtime systems. It includes good
coverage of current techniques in code generation and register allocation,
as well as functional and object-oriented languages, that are missing from
most books. In addition, more advanced chapters are now included so that it
can be used as the basis for a two-semester or graduate course. The most
accepted and successful techniques are described in a concise way, rather
than as an exhaustive catalog of every possible variant. Detailed
descriptions of the interfaces between modules of a compiler are illustrated
with actual C header files. The first part of the book, Fundamentals of
Compilation, is suitable for a one-semester first course in compiler design.
The second part, Advanced Topics, which includes the advanced chapters,
covers the compilation of object-oriented and functional languages, garbage
collection, loop optimizations, SSA form, loop scheduling, and optimization
for cache-memory hierarchies.

Exceptional C++-Herb Sutter 1999 The puzzles and problems in
Exceptional C++ not only entertain, they will help you hone your skills to
become the sharpest C++ programmer you can be. Many of these problems
are culled from the famous Guru of the Week feature of the Internet
newsgroup comp.lang.c++, moderated, expanded and updated to conform
to the official ISO/ANSI C++ Standard. Try your skills against the C++
masters and come away with the insight and experience to create more
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efficient, effective, robust, and portable C++ code.

Effective Objective-C 2.0-Matt Galloway 2013-05-17 Write Truly Great
iOS and OS X Code with Objective-C 2.0! Effective Objective-C 2.0 will help
you harness all of Objective-C’s expressive power to write OS X or iOS code
that works superbly well in production environments. Using the concise,
scenario-driven style pioneered in Scott Meyers’ best-selling Effective C++,
Matt Galloway brings together 52 Objective-C best practices, tips,
shortcuts, and realistic code examples that are available nowhere else.
Through real-world examples, Galloway uncovers little-known Objective-C
quirks, pitfalls, and intricacies that powerfully impact code behavior and
performance. You’ll learn how to choose the most efficient and effective way
to accomplish key tasks when multiple options exist, and how to write code
that’s easier to understand, maintain, and improve. Galloway goes far
beyond the core language, helping you integrate and leverage key
Foundation framework classes and modern system libraries, such as Grand
Central Dispatch. Coverage includes Optimizing interactions and
relationships between Objective-C objects Mastering interface and API
design: writing classes that feel “right at home” Using protocols and
categories to write maintainable, bug-resistant code Avoiding memory leaks
that can still occur even with Automatic Reference Counting (ARC) Writing
modular, powerful code with Blocks and Grand Central Dispatch Leveraging
differences between Objective-C protocols and multiple inheritance in other
languages Improving code by more effectively using arrays, dictionaries,
and sets Uncovering surprising power in the Cocoa and Cocoa Touch
frameworks

Functional Programming in C++-Ivan Cukic 2018-11-19 Summary
Functional Programming in C++ teaches developers the practical side of
functional programming and the tools that C++ provides to develop
software in the functional style. This in-depth guide is full of useful
diagrams that help you understand FP concepts and begin to think
functionally. Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF,
Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications. About the Technology
Well-written code is easier to test and reuse, simpler to parallelize, and less
error prone. Mastering the functional style of programming can help you
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

tackle the demands of modern apps and will lead to simpler expression of
complex program logic, graceful error handling, and elegant concurrency.
C++ supports FP with templates, lambdas, and other core language
features, along with many parts of the STL. About the Book Functional
Programming in C++ helps you unleash the functional side of your brain, as
you gain a powerful new perspective on C++ coding. You'll discover dozens
of examples, diagrams, and illustrations that break down the functional
concepts you can apply in C++, including lazy evaluation, function objects
and invokables, algebraic data types, and more. As you read, you'll match
FP techniques with practical scenarios where they offer the most benefit.
What's inside Writing safer code with no performance penalties Explicitly
handling errors through the type system Extending C++ with new control
structures Composing tasks with DSLs About the Reader Written for
developers with two or more years of experience coding in C++. About the
Author Ivan Čukić is a core developer at KDE and has been coding in C++
since 1998. He teaches modern C++ and functional programming at the
Faculty of Mathematics at the University of Belgrade. Table of Contents
Introduction to functional programming Getting started with functional
programming Function objects Creating new functions from the old ones
Purity: Avoiding mutable state Lazy evaluation Ranges Functional data
structures Algebraic data types and pattern matching Monads Template
metaprogramming Functional design for concurrent systems Testing and
debugging

Effective C++-Scott Meyers 2005 Presents a collection of tips for
programmers on ways to improve programming skills.

The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and Money-John
Maynard Keynes 2019-10-05 The General Theory of Employment, Interest,
and Money, written by legendary author John Maynard Keynes is widely
considered to be one of the top 100 greatest books of all time. This
masterpiece was published right after the Great Depression. It sought to
bring about a revolution, commonly referred to as the ‘Keynesian
Revolution’, in the way economists thought—especially challenging the
proposition that a market economy tends naturally to restore itself to full
employment on its own. Regarded widely as the cornerstone of Keynesian
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thought, this book challenged the established classical economics and
introduced new concepts. ‘The General Theory of Employment, Interest, and
Money’ transformed economics and changed the face of modern
macroeconomics. Keynes’ argument is based on the idea that the level of
employment is not determined by the price of labour, but by the spending of
money. It gave way to an entirely new approach where employment,
inflation and the market economy are concerned.

Educating Everybody's Children-Robert W. Cole W. Cole 2008-06-15
Designed to promote reflection, discussion, and action among the entire
learning community, Educating Everybody's Children encapsulates what
research has revealed about successfully addressing the needs of students
from economically, ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse groups
and identifies a wide range of effective principles and instructional
strategies. Although good teaching works well with all students, educators
must develop an extensive repertoire of instructional tools to meet the
varying needs of students from diverse backgrounds. Those tools and the
knowledge base behind them are the foundation of this expanded and
revised second edition of Educating Everybody's Children. Each strategy
discussed in the book includes classroom examples and a list of the research
studies that support it. The most important thing we have learned as a
result of the education reform movement is that student achievement stands
or falls on the motivation and skills of teachers. We must ensure that all
teachers are capable of delivering a standards‐based curriculum that
describes what students should know and be able to do, and that these
standards are delivered by means of a rich and engaging "pedagogy of
plenty." By these two acts we can ensure that all schools will be ready and
able to educate everybody's children.

Who's Afraid of More C++-Steve Heller 1998 A guidebook intended to
give readers a working knowledge of professional-level programming
concepts and realities provides precise instruction on how to avoid common
errors in C++++ programming and realistic examples to explain its
organizing principles beyond encapsulation. Original. (Intermediate).
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Design Patterns in Modern C++-Dmitri Nesteruk 2018-04-18 Apply
modern C++17 to the implementations of classic design patterns. As well as
covering traditional design patterns, this book fleshes out new patterns and
approaches that will be useful to C++ developers. The author presents
concepts as a fun investigation of how problems can be solved in different
ways, along the way using varying degrees of technical sophistication and
explaining different sorts of trade-offs. Design Patterns in Modern C++ also
provides a technology demo for modern C++, showcasing how some of its
latest features (e.g., coroutines) make difficult problems a lot easier to
solve. The examples in this book are all suitable for putting into production,
with only a few simplifications made in order to aid readability. What You
Will Learn Apply design patterns to modern C++ programming Use
creational patterns of builder, factories, prototype and singleton Implement
structural patterns such as adapter, bridge, decorator, facade and more
Work with the behavioral patterns such as chain of responsibility, command,
iterator, mediator and more Apply functional design patterns such as Monad
and more Who This Book Is For Those with at least some prior programming
experience, especially in C++.

A Tour of C++-Bjarne Stroustrup 2013-09-16 The C++11 standard allows
programmers to express ideas more clearly, simply, and directly, and to
write faster, more efficient code. Bjarne Stroustrup, the designer and
original implementer of C++, thoroughly covers the details of this language
and its use in his definitive reference, The C++ Programming Language,
Fourth Edition. In A Tour of C++ , Stroustrup excerpts the overview
chapters from that complete reference, expanding and enhancing them to
give an experienced programmer–in just a few hours–a clear idea of what
constitutes modern C++. In this concise, self-contained guide, Stroustrup
covers most major language features and the major standard-library
components–not, of course, in great depth, but to a level that gives
programmers a meaningful overview of the language, some key examples,
and practical help in getting started. Stroustrup presents the C++ features
in the context of the programming styles they support, such as objectoriented and generic programming. His tour is remarkably comprehensive.
Coverage begins with the basics, then ranges widely through more
advanced topics, including many that are new in C++11, such as move
semantics, uniform initialization, lambda expressions, improved containers,
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random numbers, and concurrency. The tour ends with a discussion of the
design and evolution of C++ and the extensions added for C++11. This
guide does not aim to teach you how to program (see Stroustrup’s
Programming: Principles and Practice Using C++ for that); nor will it be the
only resource you’ll need for C++ mastery (see Stroustrup’s The C++
Programming Language, Fourth Edition, for that). If, however, you are a C
or C++ programmer wanting greater familiarity with the current C++
language, or a programmer versed in another language wishing to gain an
accurate picture of the nature and benefits of modern C++, you can’t find a
shorter or simpler introduction than this tour provides.

The Disruptive Power of Online Education-Andreas Altmann 2018-11-22
This book explores how higher education institutions across the globe
respond to the disruptive changes triggered by online technologies.
Contributions address transformations regarding program design, business
models and pedagogical interventions in a digital teaching environment.

Modern C++ Programming with Test-Driven Development-Jeff Langr
2014-09-21 If you program in C++ you've been neglected. Test-driven
development (TDD) is a modern software development practice that can
dramatically reduce the number of defects in systems, produce more
maintainable code, and give you the confidence to change your software to
meet changing needs. But C++ programmers have been ignored by those
promoting TDD--until now. In this book, Jeff Langr gives you hands-on
lessons in the challenges and rewards of doing TDD in C++. Modern C++
Programming With Test-Driven Development, the only comprehensive
treatment on TDD in C++ provides you with everything you need to know
about TDD, and the challenges and benefits of implementing it in your C++
systems. Its many detailed code examples take you step-by-step from TDD
basics to advanced concepts. As a veteran C++ programmer, you're already
writing high-quality code, and you work hard to maintain code quality. It
doesn't have to be that hard. In this book, you'll learn: how to use TDD to
improve legacy C++ systems how to identify and deal with troublesome
system dependencies how to do dependency injection, which is particularly
tricky in C++ how to use testing tools for C++ that aid TDD new C++11
features that facilitate TDD As you grow in TDD mastery, you'll discover
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how to keep a massive C++ system from becoming a design mess over time,
as well as particular C++ trouble spots to avoid. You'll find out how to
prevent your tests from being a maintenance burden and how to think in
TDD without giving up your hard-won C++ skills. Finally, you'll see how to
grow and sustain TDD in your team. Whether you're a complete unit-testing
novice or an experienced tester, this book will lead you to mastery of testdriven development in C++. What You Need A C++ compiler running under
Windows or Linux, preferably one that supports C++11. Examples
presented in the book were built under gcc 4.7.2. Google Mock 1.6
(downloadable for free; it contains Google Test as well) or an alternate C++
unit testing tool. Most examples in the book are written for Google Mock,
but it isn't difficult to translate them to your tool of choice. A good
programmer's editor or IDE. cmake, preferably. Of course, you can use your
own preferred make too. CMakeLists.txt files are provided for each project.
Examples provided were built using cmake version 2.8.9. Various freelyavailable third-party libraries are used as the basis for examples in the
book. These include: - cURL- JsonCpp- Boost (filesystem,
date_time/gregorian, algorithm, assign)Several examples use the boost
headers/libraries. Only one example uses cURL and JsonCpp.

Modern C-Jens Gustedt 2019-10-07 If you think "Modern" and "C" don't
belong in the same sentence, think again. The C standards committee
actively reviews and extends the language, with updated published C
standards as recently as 2018. In Modern C, author Jens Gustedt teaches
you the skills and features you need to write relevant programs in this triedand-true language, including Linux and Windows, device drivers, web
servers and browsers, smartphones, and much more! Modern C teaches you
to take your C programming skills to new heights, whether you're just
starting out with C or have more extensive experience. Organized by level,
this comprehensive guide lets you jump in where it suits you best while still
reaping the maximum benefits. Purchase of the print book includes a free
eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

C++ Concurrency in Action-Anthony Williams 2012 With the new C++
Standard and Technical Report 2 (TR2), multi-threading is coming to C++
in a big way. TR2 will provide higher-level synchronization facilities that
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allow for a much greater level of abstraction, and make programming multithreaded applications simpler and safer. Concurrent programming is
required if programmers are to take advantage of the multi-core
microprocessors increasingly available from Intel and others. The new
standard for C++ has extensions to the language that make concurrent
programming more accessible to regular developers. As a guide and
reference to the new concurrency features in the upcoming C++ Standard
and TR2, this book is invaluable for existing programmers familiar with
writing multi-threaded code in C++ using platform-specific APIs, or in other
languages, as well as C++ programmers who have never written
multithreaded code before.

Effective Python-Brett Slatkin 2020

Effective Java-Joshua Bloch 2008-05-08 Are you looking for a deeper
understanding of the Java™ programming language so that you can write
code that is clearer, more correct, more robust, and more reusable? Look no
further! Effective Java™, Second Edition, brings together seventy-eight
indispensable programmer’s rules of thumb: working, best-practice
solutions for the programming challenges you encounter every day. This
highly anticipated new edition of the classic, Jolt Award-winning work has
been thoroughly updated to cover Java SE 5 and Java SE 6 features
introduced since the first edition. Bloch explores new design patterns and
language idioms, showing you how to make the most of features ranging
from generics to enums, annotations to autoboxing. Each chapter in the
book consists of several “items” presented in the form of a short, standalone
essay that provides specific advice, insight into Java platform subtleties, and
outstanding code examples. The comprehensive descriptions and
explanations for each item illuminate what to do, what not to do, and why.
Highlights include: New coverage of generics, enums, annotations,
autoboxing, the for-each loop, varargs, concurrency utilities, and much
more Updated techniques and best practices on classic topics, including
objects, classes, libraries, methods, and serialization How to avoid the traps
and pitfalls of commonly misunderstood subtleties of the language Focus on
the language and its most fundamental libraries: java.lang, java.util, and, to
a lesser extent, java.util.concurrent and java.io Simply put, Effective Java™,
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

Second Edition, presents the most practical, authoritative guidelines
available for writing efficient, well-designed programs.

C# for Programmers-Harvey M. Deitel 2005-11-21 The practicing
programmer's DEITEL® guide to C# and the powerful Microsoft .NET
Framework Written for programmers with a background in C++, Java, or
other high-level languages, this book applies the Deitel signature live-code
approach to teaching programming and explores Microsoft's C# language
and the new .NET 2.0 in depth. The book is updated for Visual Studio®
2005 and C# 2.0, and presents C# concepts in the context of fully tested
programs, complete with syntax shading, detailed line-by-line code
descriptions, and program outputs. The book features 200+ C# applications
with 16,000+ lines of proven C# code, as well as 300+ programming tips
that will help you build robust applications. Start with a concise
introduction to C# fundamentals using an early classes and objects
approach, then rapidly move on to more advanced topics, including
multithreading, XML, ADO.NET 2.0, ASP.NET 2.0, Web services, network
programming, and .NET remoting. Along the way you will enjoy the Deitels'
classic treatment of object-oriented programming and a new, OOD/UML™
ATM case study, including a complete C# implementation. When you are
finished, you will have everything you need to build next-generation
Windows applications, Web applications, and Web services. Dr. Harvey M.
Deitel and Paul J. Deitel are the founders of Deitel & Associates, Inc., the
internationally recognized programming languages content-creation and
corporate-training organization. Together with their colleagues at Deitel &
Associates, Inc., they have written many international best-selling
programming languages textbooks that millions of people worldwide have
used to master C, C++, Java™, C#, XML, Visual Basic®, Perl, Python, and
Internet and Web programming. The DEITEL® Developer Series is
designed for practicing programmers. The series presents focused
treatments of emerging technologies, including .NET, J2EE, Web services,
and more. Practical, Example-Rich Coverage Of: C# 2.0, .NET 2.0, FCL
ASP.NET 2.0, Web Forms and Controls Database, SQL, and ADO.NET 2.0
Networking and .NET Remoting XML, Web Services Generics, Collections
GUI/Windows® Forms OOP: Classes, Inheritance, and Polymorphism
OOD/UML™ ATM Case Study Graphics and Multimedia Multithreading
Exception Handling And more... VISIT WWW.DEITEL.COM Download code
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examples To receive updates on this book, subscribe to the free DEITEL®
BUZZ ONLINE e-mail newsletter at
www.deitel.com/newsletter/subscribe.html Read archived Issues of the
DEITEL® BUZZ ONLINE Get corporate training information

C ++ (plus Plus) Primer-Stanley B. Lippman 1991 This new edition
reflects C++ in its latest release, 3.0 ... and its new addition the template
facility. Highlights include object-oriented design; exception handling; and
the difference between Release 2.0 and 3.0.

C++17 High Performance-Viktor Sehr 2018-01-31 Write code that scales
across CPU registers, multi-core, and machine clusters Key Features
Explore concurrent programming in C++ Identify memory management
problems Use SIMD and STL containers for performance improvement Book
Description C++ is a highly portable language and can be used to write
both large-scale applications and performance-critical code. It has evolved
over the last few years to become a modern and expressive language. This
book will guide you through optimizing the performance of your C++ apps
by allowing them to run faster and consume fewer resources on the device
they're running on without compromising the readability of your code base.
The book begins by helping you measure and identify bottlenecks in a C++
code base. It then moves on by teaching you how to use modern C++
constructs and techniques. You'll see how this affects the way you write
code. Next, you'll see the importance of data structure optimization and
memory management, and how it can be used efficiently with respect to
CPU caches. After that, you'll see how STL algorithm and composable
Range V3 should be used to both achieve faster execution and more
readable code, followed by how to use STL containers and how to write your
own specialized iterators. Moving on, you'll get hands-on experience in
making use of modern C++ metaprogramming and reflection to reduce
boilerplate code as well as in working with proxy objects to perform
optimizations under the hood. After that, you'll learn concurrent
programming and understand lock-free data structures. The book ends with
an overview of parallel algorithms using STL execution policies, Boost
Compute, and OpenCL to utilize both the CPU and the GPU. What you will
learn Benefits of modern C++ constructs and techniques Identify hardware
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

bottlenecks, such as CPU cache misses, to boost performance Write
specialized data structures for performance-critical code Use modern
metaprogramming techniques to reduce runtime calculations Achieve
efficient memory management using custom memory allocators Reduce
boilerplate code using reflection techniques Reap the benefits of lock-free
concurrent programming Perform under-the-hood optimizations with
preserved readability using proxy objects Gain insights into subtle
optimizations used by STL algorithms Utilize the Range V3 library for
expressive C++ code Parallelize your code over CPU and GPU, without
compromising readability Who this book is for If you're a C++ developer
looking to improve the speed of your code or simply wanting to take your
skills up to the next level, then this book is perfect for you.

Skills of an Effective Administrator-Robert L. Katz 2009-05-07 While
there is a widespread belief that some people are born to lead, the existence
of an 'ideal manager' is almost entirely a myth. Basic skills - the ones that
most employees can learn - are often more important than personality traits.
In Skills of an Effective Administrator, Robert L. Katz identifies the three
fundamental abilities companies should seek to develop in their managers.
Find out for yourself how these vital skills can be put to work today. Since
1922, Harvard Business Review has been a leading source of breakthrough
ideas in management practice. The Harvard Business Review Classics series
now offers you the opportunity to make these seminal pieces a part of your
permanent management library. Each highly readable volume contains a
groundbreaking idea that continues to shape best practices and inspire
countless managers around the world.

Large-scale C++ Software Design-John Lakos 1996 The topic is of prime
importance to software professionals involved in large development efforts
such as databases, operating systems, compilers, and frameworks. This
volume explains the process of decomposing large systems into physical
(not inheritance) hierarchies of small, manageable components. Concepts
and techniques are illustrated with "war stories" from the development firm,
Mentor Graphics, as well as with a large-scale example comprising some
12,000 lines of code. Annotation copyright by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
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Practical C++ Programming-Steve Oualline 2002-12 C++ is a powerful,
highly flexible, and adaptable programming language that allows software
engineers to organize and process information quickly and effectively. But
this high-level language is relatively difficult to master, even if you already
know the C programming language.The new second edition of "Practical
C++ Programming is a complete introduction to the C++ language for
programmers who are learning C++. Reflecting the latest changes to the
C++ standard, this new edition takes a useful down-to-earth approach,
placing a strong emphasis on how to design clean, elegant code.In short, tothe-point chapters, all aspects of programming are covered including style,
software engineering, programming design, object-oriented design, and
debugging.It also covers common mistakes and how to find (and avoid)
them. End of chapter exercises help you ensure you've mastered the
material. Steve Oualline's clear, easy-going writing style and hands-on
approach to learning make "Practical C++ Programming a nearly painless
way to master this complex but powerful programming language.

C++ Primer Plus-Stephen Prata 2011-10-18 C++ Primer Plus, Sixth
Edition New C++11 Coverage C++ Primer Plus is a carefully crafted,
complete tutorial on one of the most significant and widely used
programming languages today. An accessible and easy-to-use self-study
guide, this book is appropriate for both serious students of programming as
well as developers already proficient in other languages. The sixth edition of
C++ Primer Plus has been updated and expanded to cover the latest
developments in C++, including a detailed look at the new C++11
standard. Author and educator Stephen Prata has created an introduction to
C++ that is instructive, clear, and insightful. Fundamental programming
concepts are explained along with details of the C++ language. Many short,
practical examples illustrate just one or two concepts at a time, encouraging
readers to master new topics by immediately putting them to use. Review
questions and programming exercises at the end of each chapter help
readers zero in on the most critical information and digest the most difficult
concepts. In C++ Primer Plus, you’ll find depth, breadth, and a variety of
teaching techniques and tools to enhance your learning: A new detailed
chapter on the changes and additional capabilities introduced in the C++11
standard Complete, integrated discussion of both basic C language and
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

additional C++ features Clear guidance about when and why to use a
feature Hands-on learning with concise and simple examples that develop
your understanding a concept or two at a time Hundreds of practical sample
programs Review questions and programming exercises at the end of each
chapter to test your understanding Coverage of generic C++ gives you the
greatest possible flexibility Teaches the ISO standard, including discussions
of templates, the Standard Template Library, the string class, exceptions,
RTTI, and namespaces Table of Contents 1: Getting Started with C++ 2:
Setting Out to C++ 3: Dealing with Data 4: Compound Types 5: Loops and
Relational Expressions 6: Branching Statements and Logical Operators 7:
Functions: C++’s Programming Modules 8: Adventures in Functions 9:
Memory Models and Namespaces 10: Objects and Classes 11: Working with
Classes 12: Classes and Dynamic Memory Allocation 13: Class Inheritance
14: Reusing Code in C++ 15: Friends, Exceptions, and More 16: The string
Class and the Standard Template Library 17: Input, Output, and Files 18:
The New C++11 Standard A Number Bases B C++ Reserved Words C The
ASCII Character Set D Operator Precedence E Other Operators F The
stringTemplate Class G The Standard Template Library Methods and
Functions H Selected Readings and Internet Resources I Converting to ISO
Standard C++ J Answers to Chapter Reviews

C# Programming ::-Harry. H. Chaudhary. 2014-06-02 This book gives a
good start and complete introduction for C# Programming for Beginner’s.
While reading this book it is fun and easy to read it. This book is best
suitable for first time C# readers, Covers all fast track topics of C# for all
Computer Science students and Professionals. This book is targeted toward
those who have little or no programming experience or who might be
picking up C# as a second language. The book has been structured and
written with a purpose: to get you productive as quickly as possible. I’ve
used my experiences in writing applications with C# and teaching C# to
create a book that I hope cuts through the fluff and teaches you what you
need to know. All too often, authors fall into the trap of focusing on the
technology rather than on the practical application of the technology. I’ve
worked hard to keep this book focused on teaching you practical skills that
you can apply immediately toward a development project. This book is
divided into ten Chapters, each of which focuses on a different aspect of
developing applications with C#. These parts generally follow the flow of
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tasks you’ll perform as you begin creating your own programs with C#. I
recommend that you read them in the order in which they appear. Using
C#, this book develops the concepts and theory of Building the Program
Logic and Interfaces analysis, Exceptions, Delegates and Events and other
important things in a gradual, step-by-step manner, proceeding from
concrete examples to abstract principles. Standish covers a wide range of
both traditional and contemporary software engineering topics. This is a
handy guide of sorts for any computer science engineering Students,
Thinking In C# Programming is a solution bank for various complex
problems related to C# and .NET. It can be used as a reference manual by
Computer Science Engineering students. This Book also covers all aspects
of B.TECH CS, IT, and BCA and MCA, BSC IT. Preview introduced
programmers to a new era called functional programming. C# focused on
bridging the gap between programming languages and databases. This book
covers all the language features from the first version through C# . It also
provides you with the essentials of using Visual Studio 2005 to let you enjoy
its capabilities and save you time by using features such as IntelliSense.
Learning a new programming language can be intimidating. If you’ve never
programmed before, the act of typing seemingly cryptic text to produce
sleek and powerful applications probably seems like a black art, and you
might wonder how you’ll ever learn everything you need to know. The
answer is, of course, one step at a time. The first step to learning a
language is the same as that of any other activity: building confidence.
Programming is part art and part science. Although it might seem like
magic, it’s more akin to illusion: After you know how things work a lot of the
mysticism goes away, freeing you to focus on the mechanics necessary to
produce any given desired result. Chapter 1 (Introduction To C# AND .NET)
Chapter 2 (Your First Go at C# Programming) Chapter 3 (C# Data Types)’
Chapter 4 (Building the Program Logic) Chapter 5 (Using Classes) Chapter
6 (Function Members) Chapter 7 (Structs, Enums, and Attributes) Chapter 8
(Interfaces) Chapter 9 (Exceptions) Chapter 10 (Delegates and Events)

Programming-Bjarne Stroustrup 2014-06-02 An Introduction to
Programming by the Inventor of C++ Preparation for Programming in the
Real World The book assumes that you aim eventually to write non-trivial
programs, whether for work in software development or in some other
technical field. Focus on Fundamental Concepts and Techniques The book
effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

explains fundamental concepts and techniques in greater depth than
traditional introductions. This approach will give you a solid foundation for
writing useful, correct, maintainable, and efficient code. Programming with
Today’s C++ (C++11 and C++14) The book is an introduction to
programming in general, including object-oriented programming and
generic programming. It is also a solid introduction to the C++
programming language, one of the most widely used languages for realworld software. The book presents modern C++ programming techniques
from the start, introducing the C++ standard library and C++11 and
C++14 features to simplify programming tasks. For Beginners—And Anyone
Who Wants to Learn Something New The book is primarily designed for
people who have never programmed before, and it has been tested with
many thousands of first-year university students. It has also been
extensively used for self-study. Also, practitioners and advanced students
have gained new insight and guidance by seeing how a master approaches
the elements of his art. Provides a Broad View The first half of the book
covers a wide range of essential concepts, design and programming
techniques, language features, and libraries. Those will enable you to write
programs involving input, output, computation, and simple graphics. The
second half explores more specialized topics (such as text processing,
testing, and the C programming language) and provides abundant reference
material. Source code and support supplements are available from the
author’s website.

Essential Medical Statistics-Betty R. Kirkwood 2010-09-16 Blackwell
Publishing is delighted to announce that this book hasbeen Highly
Commended in the 2004 BMA Medical Book Competition.Here is the judges'
summary of this book: "This is a technical book on a technical subject but
presentedin a delightful way. There are many books on statistics for
doctorsbut there are few that are excellent and this is certainly one ofthem.
Statistics is not an easy subject to teach or write about.The authors have
succeeded in producing a book that is as good asit can get. For the keen
student who does not want a book formathematicians, this is an excellent
first book on medicalstatistics." Essential Medical Statistics is a classic
amongst medicalstatisticians. An introductory textbook, it presents
statisticswith a clarity and logic that demystifies the subject, whileproviding
a comprehensive coverage of advanced as well as basicmethods. The second
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edition of Essential Medical Statistics hasbeen comprehensively revised and
updated to include modernstatistical methods and modern approaches to
statistical analysis,while retaining the approachable and non-mathematical
style of thefirst edition. The book now includes full coverage of the
mostcommonly used regression models, multiple linear regression,logistic
regression, Poisson regression and Cox regression, as wellas a chapter on
general issues in regression modelling. Inaddition, new chapters introduce
more advanced topics such asmeta-analysis, likelihood, bootstrapping and
robust standarderrors, and analysis of clustered data. Aimed at students of
medical statistics, medical researchers,public health practitioners and
practising clinicians usingstatistics in their daily work, the book is designed
as both ateaching and a reference text. The format of the book is clear
withhighlighted formulae and worked examples, so that all concepts
arepresented in a simple, practical and easy-to-understand way. Thesecond
edition enhances the emphasis on choice of appropriatemethods with new
chapters on strategies for analysis and measuresof association and impact.
Essential Medical Statistics is supported by a web siteat
www.blackwellpublishing.com/essentialmedstats. Thisuseful online resource

effective-modern-c-42-specific-ways-to-improve-your-use-of-c-11-and-c-14

provides statistical datasets to download,as well as sample chapters and
future updates.

Computational Complexity-Sanjeev Arora 2009-04-20 New and classical
results in computational complexity, including interactive proofs, PCP,
derandomization, and quantum computation. Ideal for graduate students.

C++ Templates-David Vandevoorde 2017-09-08 With the greatly increased
use of templates, there is a real need in the C++ community for this
information. This book is the next C++ classic, acting as both a complete
reference as well as a tutorial. It emphasizes the practical use of templates,
and includes real-world examples.
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